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Phyic Translated from.Dokiady Akadeuji Nouk Sm, I0 159-42 (1953)

Dispersionk o1 Soumd 1.n a Tur'bulent Flow,

V., A. Kraailnikou ond: V. L. Ttarsky,

Dispersion of sound in a turbulent flow is caused by the fluctuations of.
th velocity of the flow and by the fluctuations of the -temperature,, distrib-
uted irregularly in the. flow. We shall assue that a turbulent flow can be

'~'~ described by the equations of an incompressible viscous, fluid. In an incOP-
pressible, fluid the dispersion. by temperature irregularities, and the dis-
persion by fluctuations of -the velocity of the, flow are independent. The
total effect of disprini the sum of these effects..

Sound propagation in a turbulent flo is, described by Lthe wave equation
of the acoustics of a moving medium:

where Iis the potential of the sund field,, c thespeed of sound, andyv the.
velocity of the motion of the medium. In a system of coordinates that moves
with the average velocity of the flow, v refers to the turbulent velocity.
If we assume that the fluctuations of the velocity of the flow are consider-
ably smaller than the speed of sound in the medium, we can disregard the terM

Containing V2 in Eq. (1'. This equation then becomes,

1Y 2 dly t, d 0 y (2)

In this expression and hereafter we omit the s~tion sign from. 1 to 3
for the indices that are repeated twice. In order to cmaethe, values Iof
the first and second terms in the right-hand side of (2), we must exann
the composition of the spectrum of the velocity field of the flow. If the high-
est frequency contained in the spectrum of Y is 9. then vi/at is of the
order ~i ; and af/Eat is of the order of wf, wherw wi is the nomad frequency.
Thus, if the condition w 3, is satisfied,, we can disregard the second term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (2)-. According. to expei eataldta,. the value
ofQ does not exceed 100 cycles/sec, and the second-term in the right-hemod
sideof q.(2) w ill havean effect olyforthe lowestud freqencies.
(it. mst be noted that for the frequencies. comarmble with the, frequencies,
of turbulent fluctuatims the use of I q. (1) isf justified omly Aft the,
fluctuations. of pressure. in- the: flow coinsidermbly, exceed the sousd pramzars..)-

1he: equation

(wthout the; term containing, the acceleration): -a- be solved by the, method,
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2,
of, wcesive approximations. As a first approxiAition, one choose& the plane,
Mnochroumtic wave

with the amplitude. Ao, the frequency w, and the wave vector k Cbukhovy
(assuming the statistical homogeneity and imstropim of the flow) obtained
the following equation, for the mean square of the amplitude of the dispersion
in the, direction of 'the single wave vector a:,-

___ A' kV Re. (p eIk 3 e d (3)

where V is the magnitude of the dispersed volume, r the distance from this
volume to the reference point,L nd'

(P ): =z(r, (ry ) (4)

We define the z axis by the vector k - ka and the x, z plane by thevectors

k and k- ka. If we denote by 6 the amnle between k and a (the angle between
the directions of the incident and. dispersed waves), we obtain

k-kn-O. % 2ksln4}; k---- cos ,0,ksnL
-(5)

0 = pfcos s, sin sin slnt , cos} pa) (5)

Here p, 4P, and , are the spherical coordinates of the point ". In ters of
these coordinates, Eq. (3) becomes

IRI r ,s Ru(p) s'in-tdpd? dt. (6)

But, as we know (see, for instance, reference 2),

Re()-(R,, - Riv) mkm1 - Rttgu. (7)

where Brr(p) and Rt(p) are functions only of the distance between the points
in question. In order to evaluate (6) we need only the cotponents R, 91e,
R., since only k, and ke, are different from zero. They have the form,

Ru,,) (R,, -Recoso? vsln2+t +Ri; R (p)= (R,,- R) coolh sin coS:

Ra() .(R- R)co,8 + RM. (8)

In an incompresible fluid &r and Rtt are related by Karma equation, -,

nsmely
Rv "i R -'I, R,r (9),

If we use this relation, we can establiah the- foram of the dependnce of T1IT
on e (the indicatrix of diapersion) without defining the fOam of the fuctionr
Br,(P). %Wu we introdace the' notation

Jia() i= R ) -  t*dp si eddt, (10)

we can writo (6)ss as;

. "+ - Ii I A AS ,V (1)
4lip

r4 -£ . "' + + , ++ ; + +



I( thek imetians R rp) an Ro,(o): Jdctsa.. rily -em&hwt ic~~u
p thtoughout the "V"m V, thanem ontgtim ep in (10) on be 4eift ed
frm 0-t to (thit requires t hat the oes~tio 1' be -satisfied; here I1 is
the ditance -at whic the correlation (up im derae tsail Y).

Since R1 , contains 'th. 'factor cos '4, -it -is Avisvs that Is 0. As we
shall now show, Eq., (9) iholies. that Iss is also zero. Sitituing in (10)

4the A-86-r1 (8) and: integrating. over PA any, we fin that

wher *, 2k tinO0/2. mo we replace R,,t~(P) bY Rrr'(P) + ',Ir . n ne
grate byparts the. toe.s containing-ftsp, we find that, ISO 0 if only ItIn

Thus, Its' -lea w0, and hence (11) becme

'We all -shoW nowtha ti14(o) I-(r')0. For this purpose, letus no te-
gra te the e3qrp ft tor 'I-,-'(-): - 11-(nr) ever 9O andv -and again 'use Eq. (9).

W8find that I O ~'O) 0i o lim(FPRr ) .-WIO
Thus, it :follows f ram thimcmras~b ,IILy 'features! of the tubulont

mjotion of 'a, fluid thfat the .iodfttftX,'Wf Ms liimu has Imnima zer

,For vant-e oautats m weisit detemn 'the Sot.of t~im, 'fuctionq r(-fi.
We 'asafor & it 'the -woemsica

'14)

:Hero 0' is the msean-square -valve of the 'turbulence Velocity of the: flow,, GMa
I 'the scale of tacrrelation defining the averege;mapitude 'of 'the fliac-
tuatioms. '16 can fiud.,(Lzmq 9.Sbsiuig he qtt~osi
(10),. we find Ivill). for Ifil' wve obtin (omitting thbe intemediatecm,-

As ,exaqites, figs., I aind 2 she twe iuliatricas lof dAqPemia * nqim
ing 'to the vulntee * k /v ma 1 '10. Miss *1 :2 "1 almest :all Mm ris

is dre1Cted foum4th maiin Auaraism is,* n eIecimO
As etiftoy toaduarim omqsaeaacesmew

with *Ah Ireamc. bemeffectilre uv airi. utesad-
pa It ftl 'ditcbe tftufaa 'by heim"Ndt V-1 in *ftmd Arm IMS:
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Integrating (16) over all -the values; of the, angles, we -find the, dispersion

coefficient Ise '

2a (t I+ h'0P. +( (17))

Hence,, for hi IK we obtain4

P 2L-'(N1) . (18)

Since, at high frequiencies- the main-part, of the, dispersed energy is directed.
forward, me. may be interested here in'the part directed backward. Let us. find:
the corresponding dispersion coefficient, which we designate 2a. When hI ;s14
we. have

2~ Ij sin's 2is

Mius the coefficient of the Obackward 'dispersion" becomes. constant at
high frequencies. Whben we are interested in the phase relations in a wave,

Incident Incidentis
Waft

Fi.1. hi lr.Fig. 2. I 1 10'.

we msast take the value of 22 as the dispersion coefficient (since phase re-
lations vary in a dispersed wave, depending upon the magnitude of the wave
vector, etc.)., However, if the given wave interests us only from the view-
point of energy, we must take as the dispersion coefficient a&considerably
smaller value, namely 20.

We note, here that if the. teum allowing for the acceleration of the flow
iket in the original Eq.() then the following extra -team spear n-

the, exression. (15-) for the mean square amlitude of the. dispersed weve:,

V W i -cosOe)' (20)

there Y7 is the masurevalue. of the fluctuation of acceleration ad
11 -is the correlation, scale of the field of accelerations. In deriving (20),
the correlat"Io.uaiiof the, fieldof accelerations Sq. was taken in -the .1

fox. aijp) ='w#(r)wj(r+p) = (at,, -- a,,) nN, mj + a~, ti and a,, p) - 1 W C 1 '

while Orr was detexuined from, the equation arr att + Pat



It is quite possbeta the disoersiow of sound. by the field of a~l
erations. my serve to explain better a desing of infrasound in the atos-
phere, which damping is greter than that accounted, for by the theory of din-
persion through viscosity and thermal conductivity.,
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